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About Maria...
Maria uses her 20+years’ experience as a speech coach and professional performer to help leaders and business
professionals look, sound, and feel more confident and captivating in their presentations and on camera.
She helps business leaders to harness the power of their voice, speak with clarity and credibility, and craft compelling stories
so they can connect with their audience, feel excited and joyful in their speaking and communications, and own the room.
Maria has coached for companies like Google, Diageo, KPMG, Ulster Bank, Bank of Ireland, Ericsson, Stryker, Novartis,
Smurfit Business School, Volkswagen, and Johnson & Johnson.
Maria’s motto:
“Own your voice. Own your story. Own the room.”
Watch Maria LIVE: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c7BQ2tRuAb4

Popular Topics...
'Robotics 101: Why Storytelling is the Future of Technology'
Telling vs Storytelling
Surprise, delight, and making it 'sticky'
Avoid monotony in your physical & vocal delivery
Takeaway: Your customer doesn't care how much you know until they know how much you
care. As technologists and engineers you are changing people's lives but in order for us to
invest and buy-in to your technology, you must give us a reason to care. That's where
storytelling comes in.
'Natural Born Speakers: The Greatest Myth Ever Told'
Make an emotional connection with the audience
The Three P's: Practice, Prep, and Play
How to use your body & voice to smash your delivery
Takeaway: Great speakers are made, not born. You have a voice and a story to tell and we need to hear
it so learning a few simple skills can give you everything you need to look, sound, and feel more
confident and captivating as a speaker.
'How to Stop Being Nervous: Pull the Fire Alarm!'
Nerves vs Excitement
Change your mindset and Reset, Refocus, and Resume
The Three P's
Takeaway: If someone tells you they never get nervous, they're probably lying. Nerves are simply
adrenaline with no clear purpose. The key to conquering nerves is learning how to harness
and focus your adrenaline, using simple
tools to
preparehave
and practice,
and mastering your mindset.
What
clients
to say:
' There are very few people and
circumstances that can make me invest
my time with such enthusiasm and ease,
nowadays. Maria Tecce and this
workshop have totally gained my
complete and undivided attention.

Panos Chronis, Founder, Synopsis

"Session after session I
witnessed myself changing and
being more comfortable with
hearing my voice with a new
purpose and passion. Maria
gave me the pathway and
confidence."
Jennifer Callender, CFC at JSL

"Maria has transformed our shy
and unsure voices to confident
and more willing souls to stand in
the spotlight which is indeed an
amazing outcome. The course was
enjoyable, fun, educational and
most importantly
transformational. I loved every
second." Louise Coughlin, Writer

